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Introduction
Negative effects of stress are many and wide-ranging, including 
anxiety, depression, the development of chronic degenerative 
conditions (eg, cardiac disease, diabetes), substance abuse, 
personality and conduct disorders, psychosomatic conditions, 
metabolic syndrome, and immunosuppression.1-4 Given the 
myriad problems associated with stress, both human and ani-
mal researchers have long focused on identifying physiological 
biomarkers which consistently predict risk of future health 
declines. Although glucocorticoids often are employed for this 
purpose, they may not be the best physiological measure for 
studying long-term effects of stress. Assumed to increase with 
exposure to stressors, glucocorticoid responses actually vary 
widely between individuals and sometimes even within the 
same individual at different points in time.5-15 Moreover, glu-
cocorticoids have many functions beyond their involvement in 
stress responses14-16 and circulating titers vary for a number of 
reasons across and within species, such as seasonal variation in 
food availability, social status and relationships, and predation 
pressure.7,8,13 Although some alternatives to glucocorticoids as 
biomarkers of stress have been proposed (eg, glucose, immune 
response, reproductive hormones), few have been explored,12 

and because most biomarkers have multiple physiological roles, 
their interpretation would likely face similar difficulties. In fact, 
no single biomarker is likely to be the best measure of long-
term stress.

Allostatic load indices (ALIs; for reviews, see earlier works17-19) 
are an alternative to single biomarkers for predicting risk of 
poor future health and shortened lifespan. Theoretically, allo-
static load represents the accumulation of physiological impair-
ment and dysregulation, or “wear and tear,” induced over time 
by both senescence and stressful experiences.1 As a latent vari-
able, allostatic load cannot be measured directly, but it can be 
estimated using ALIs, which combine biomarkers from multi-
ple somatic systems (eg, cardiovascular, metabolic, neuroendo-
crine, immune) into a score that provides a snapshot of allostatic 
load at a single point in an individual’s lifespan. First imple-
mented in humans more than 2 decades ago,20 researchers have 
shown higher allostatic load predicts risk of negative health 
outcomes, such as arthritis,21 cardiac disease,20-26 diabetes,21 
higher prevalence of pain,27 frailty,28,29 hypertension,21,30 
obesity and overweight,21,31 periodontal disease,26,32 and sleep 
disorders.33 Furthermore, higher allostatic load is associated 
with increased mortality risk.20,34-45 Importantly, ALIs have 
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been consistently shown to better predict health outcomes than 
individual biomarkers.23,29,34-38,41,42,44-46

ALIs have been constructed with a wide variety of biomark-
ers and estimated using different methods.17,19 Although the 
lack of a “gold standard” for allostatic load estimation has been 
criticized,17,18,47-52 consistent predictions of risk despite varied 
methodologies demonstrate the robusticity of ALIs as a clini-
cal tool.19,53,54 Indeed, this flexibility also may be advantageous 
for early efforts to use ALIs as tools for animal health, welfare, 
and conservation, as it allows researchers with existing data sets 
to begin by using biomarkers originally measured for other 
purposes. However, although this flexibility may aid some, the 
lack of standardized criteria and a plethora of options may 
leave others at a loss for how to begin. Wildlife researchers also 
face constraints that are less likely to be an issue for those stud-
ying human populations. For example, human research on allo-
static load often is conducted using large, population-level data 
sets complete with physiological measures (eg, MacArthur 
Studies of Successful Aging and National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey in the United States, National Child 
Development Study in Great Britain, Copenhagen Perinatal 
Cohort and follow-up studies in Denmark), which are unavail-
able for most animal species. In addition, banked tissue samples 
for retrospective study are of limited quantity and new samples, 
especially of serum and whole blood, can be difficult to obtain 
from some animals and may require anesthesia. For many spe-
cies, already high assay costs may be further increased by the 
need for assay validation and development. Because of these 
challenges, research on allostatic load in wildlife would benefit 
from methods to determine optimal ALIs for species of interest. 
Although we agree with the suggestion that a single ALI may 
not be best for predicting risk of all health outcomes,51 wildlife 
researchers may find it better to compromise on an ALI well-
suited for use in a wide variety of contexts, rather than develop-
ing multiple outcome-specific models. These ALIs can then be 
tailored for specific disease processes if needed. For example, 
interest in developing an ALI that is particularly sensitive to 
cardiac disease, the leading cause of death among captive great 
apes,55-64 likely will follow development of a generalized model 
based on verified predictors that assesses welfare and well-
being while predicting overall risk of health declines. Efforts 
to determine optimal ALIs for each species among zoo- and 
laboratory-housed collections also are critical for future imple-
mentations of ALIs as conservation tools in the field.

Despite the occasional criticism sometimes directed toward 
applications of allostatic load for their inconsistent methodol-
ogy,17,18,47-52 efforts to determine how to best estimate allostatic 
load have not moved to a consensus on which biomarkers to 
include or how best to amalgamate them into an ALI. 
Previously, we explored one possible method, using a combina-
tion of stepwise regression, tolerance statistics, and individual 
biomarker associations to try and refine a list of biomarkers to 
include in an ALI for zoo-housed western lowland gorillas 

(Gorilla gorilla gorilla).65 However, when compared with our 
original ALI, these new ALIs were not better at predicting all-
cause morbidity or mortality (cardiac disease had not been 
examined in our initial work). One limitation when generating 
these previous ALIs was an incomplete data set for total cho-
lesterol and triglycerides that prevented their inclusion in the 
index while also maintaining our full sample size. Lipid mark-
ers are frequently included in ALIs in humans,17,19 and it is 
standard veterinary practice to measure these markers as poten-
tial indicators of poor health, suggesting they may be impor-
tant components of an optimal ALI for western lowland 
gorillas. We have since been able to assay total cholesterol and 
triglycerides from the same serum samples used to measure the 
biomarkers included in our previous ALIs. Herein, we explore 
whether updating our original ALIs to include cholesterol and 
triglycerides better predicts risk of all-cause morbidity, cardiac 
disease, and mortality in gorillas. We hope this report will build 
on the foundation of our previous research65-68 to help guide 
those interested in pioneering allostatic load methodology 
across taxa. As the ability to measure physiological markers 
from noninvasive tissue samples like urine and feces increases, 
this research also may extend to studying and monitoring pop-
ulations in the wild.

Methods
Subjects

Data are from individual serum samples from western lowland 
gorillas previously or currently housed at the Columbus Zoo and 
Aquarium, Louisville Zoo, and Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo 
(n = 63); 3 gorillas were excluded due to insufficient serum for 
assaying lipid markers (n = 60). Males ranged in age from 6 to 
52 years (n = 29, mean = 22.0, SD = 10.90) and females ranged in 
age from 7 to 52 years (n = 31, mean = 24.0, SD = 14.13). Gorillas 
were pooled into a single sample, as age did not vary significantly 
between males and females overall, between any zoos, or between 
males and females at each location (data not shown). Data on 
morbid conditions and age at death, when applicable, were 
obtained from medical records provided by each zoo. Conditions 
included as chronic diseases from medical records included oste-
oarthritis, hypothyroidism, neoplasia, and obesity. Conditions 
included as cardiac disease were diagnosed antemortem echo-
cardiographically by a human specialist (atherosclerosis and 
congestive heart failure), by routine blood pressure monitoring 
(hypertension), or postmortem (aortic aneurysm). This study 
was approved by The Ohio State University Animal Care and 
Use Committee (IACUC) and each participating institution, 
and also adhered to the American Society of Primatologists’ 
Principles for the Ethical Treatment of Primates.

Biomarker assays

The ALI herein includes albumin, cortisol, corticotropin-
releasing hormone (CRH), dehydroepiandrosterone-sulfate 
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(DHEA-S), homeostatic model assessment of insulin resist-
ance (HOMA-IR), interleukin-6 (IL-6), tumor necrosis 
factor-α (TNF-α), total cholesterol, and triglycerides. Albumin 
and glucose (for estimating insulin resistance) are routinely 
measured by veterinarians during immobilizations and, as such, 
were obtained from medical records. Remaining biomarkers 
were assayed from serum samples collected during the same 
immobilization and cryopreserved at −80°C. Samples were col-
lected between 1991 and 2015. Although sample degradation 
can be an issue with long-term storage, studies indicate 
cortisol,69,70 CRH,71,72 and inflammatory cytokines73 maintain 
their integrity when cryopreserved at ultralow temperatures. 
Unfortunately, no data are available on the integrity of insulin 
in long-term storage at ultralow temperatures. Although sam-
ple degradation over the long-term can affect lipid measure-
ments,74 these serum samples were cryopreserved at the 
recommended temperature for long-term storage75 and it has 
been demonstrated that, even when stored for 10 or more years, 
there is minimal effect on studying disease risk.76

CRH, cortisol, DHEA-S, insulin, IL-6, and TNF-α were 
assayed by The Ohio State University Clinical and Translation 
Science: Clinical Research Center between 2014 and 2016 
using commercially available kits. CRH was measured by radi-
oimmunoassay (RK-019-06; Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, 
Burlingame, CA, USA). As previously described,77,78 CRH was 
extracted prior to assay using ice-cold methanol to remove 
interfering binding proteins, then reconstituted to its original 
volume for assay. The intra-assay variation was <3.2% and the 
inter-assay variation was <14.2%. CRH measures were log-
transformed due to positive skew, which normalized the data 
and stabilized the variance. Cortisol, DHEA-S, and insulin 
were measured using solid phase, competitive chemilumines-
cent enzyme immunoassay with an Immulite 1000 (Siemens 
Healthcare Diagnostics Inc., Hoffman Estates, IL, USA). 
Intra-assay variation was 1.5% for the low pool and 4.4% for 
the high pool, and inter-assay variation was <7.9%. For 
DHEA-S, intra-assay variation was 5.1% and inter-assay vari-
ation was <7.9%. The intra-assay variation for insulin was 
5.7% and the inter-assay variation was 6.7%. Finally, solid-
phase enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay was used for IL-6 
(HS600B; R and D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and 
TNF-α (HSTA00D; R and D Systems). IL-6 intra-assay vari-
ation was <7.4% and inter-assay variation was <7.8%. Intra-
assay variation for TNF-α was <5.4% and inter-assay variation 
was <8.3%. All samples analyzed were above the lower limit of 
sensitivity for each assay, and CVs are within the 10% and 15% 
acceptable thresholds for intra- and inter-assay variability, 
respectively.

Triglycerides and total cholesterol were assayed at the 
Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute using an RX 
Daytona automated clinical chemistry analyzer (Randox 
Industries-US Ltd, Kearneysville, WV, USA) in 2018. 
Commercially available reagents (triglycerides: TR3823, cho-
lesterol: CH3810), calibrators (CAL2351), and 2-level controls 

(HN1530 and HE1532) were all purchased from Randox 
Industries-US Ltd. The technical ranges were 0 to 12.8 mmol/L 
for triglycerides and 0 to 17.0 mmol/L for cholesterol. Serum 
was generally run neat, or diluted 1:5 with saline (SA3854) 
where necessary. The analyzer was subject to routine quality 
control measurements throughout the study, with normal and 
elevated controls for each analyte maintained within 2 SDs of 
the respective target value.

Allostatic load index

We estimated allostatic load scores using both the original 
1-tailed quartile method20 as well as a multimethod approach 
we piloted in gorillas65-68 that incorporates the philosophy 
behind using 2-tailed deciles (for a review of allostatic load 
methodology, see19). With the quartile method, the distribu-
tion of each biomarker is divided into quartiles and 1 quartile 
is designated as high risk; as physiological dysregulation is 
reflected in low levels of albumin and DHEA-S, their first 
quartile was designated as high risk, and vice versa for all other 
biomarkers. Allostatic load scores are determined by counting 
the number of biomarkers an individual has within the high-
risk quartile. This ALI contains 9 biomarkers, meaning scores 
could range from 0 (ie, no biomarkers within the high-risk 
quartile) to 9 (ie, all biomarkers within the high-risk quartile). 
We use the abbreviation “ALQ” for ALIs estimated using the 
traditional 1-tailed quartile method.

Proponents of using 2-tailed deciles rather than 1-tailed 
quartiles suggest physiological dysregulation is bidirectional, 
resulting in high levels in some individuals but low levels in 
others. Physiological evidence supports this for some biomark-
ers, such as cortisol,79-82 but those using 2-tailed deciles apply 
them to all biomarkers in the index. Our multimethod approach 
merges these methods by maintaining 1-tailed quartiles for 
most biomarkers but using a 2-tailed split quartile (top and 
bottom 12.5% of the distribution) for others when appropriate. 
As there is evidence for bidirectional dysregulation for both 
cortisol79-82 and total cholesterol,83-93 we used a 2-tailed split 
quartile for these biomarkers. We also tested ALIs with a 
1-tailed quartile for total cholesterol, as this is the traditional 
approach in human clinical research; overall, these ALIs com-
parably predicted health outcomes (see Supplemental Material). 
As before, allostatic load scores are estimated by summing the 
number of biomarkers each individual has within high-risk 
quartiles. These ALIs are abbreviated using “ALM.”

Quantitative analyses

Data from the 3 zoos were pooled in 2 different ways, as our 
prior research indicates the best pooling strategy may depend 
on the health outcome of interest.65 For pooled sample 1 (PS1), 
we assume each zoo is an independent sample and preserve 
variation between zoos by estimating allostatic load at each zoo 
individually, then pooling the scores. Alternatively, pooled 
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sample 2 (PS2) assumes all zoo-housed gorillas, or at least 
those in North America, are part of one population and com-
bines biomarker data from each zoo prior to estimating allo-
static load. Before determining allostatic load scores, missing 
values for albumin, creatinine, CRH, and HOMA-IR were 
replaced with their mean values. We also used t tests to analyze 
each biomarker for potential differences between males and 
females using a conservative threshold of α = 0.10; when sig-
nificant differences were observed, we used sex-specific quar-
tiles (Table 1). Means were determined and sex differences 
were analyzed independently at each zoo for PS1 and using the 
pooled sample for PS2.

Because lipid markers are routinely measured by physicians 
and veterinarians for diagnostic purposes and may reflect poor 
health, we previously analyzed associations of allostatic load 
scores with total cholesterol and triglycerides in gorillas for 
which the data were available. Therefore, we first analyzed 
associations between our original 7-biomarker ALIs and the 
newly assayed values for cholesterol and triglycerides using lin-
ear regression. Then, using the new allostatic load scores that 
include total cholesterol and triglycerides, we analyzed associa-
tions with age and sex using linear regression and t tests, 
respectively. We also used t tests to examine differences between 
gorillas based on presence or absence of any chronic conditions 
(eg, arthritis, cardiac disease) in general as well as cardiac dis-
ease specifically, and between living and deceased individuals. 
Finally, binomial generalized linear models (GLMs) with logit 
links were analyzed to assess whether higher allostatic load is 
associated with higher odds of all-cause morbidity, cardiac dis-
ease, and mortality. First, as disease and mortality risk often are 
predicted by older age and may vary by sex, we analyzed base-
line models containing only these 2 variables. As this work is 
exploratory, we wanted to independently assess the relationship 
between allostatic load and each health outcome, so we then 
analyzed models containing only allostatic load. Finally, if age 
and/or sex had or neared (α ≤ 0.10) a statistically significant 
contribution to a particular health outcome, they were added 
into a full model alongside allostatic load. Therefore, full mod-
els for all-cause morbidity and cardiac disease included age, 
sex, and allostatic load, whereas the full model for mortality 
included only age and allostatic load. As allostatic load increases 
with age and the 2 variables often are significantly associated, 
we assessed multicollinearity by estimating the variance infla-
tion factor (VIF) before analyzing models; multicollinearity 
was not observed between age and allostatic load for any model 
constructed (VIF = 1.13-1.22). Goodness of fit was determined 
by comparing Akaike’s information criterion (AIC or AICc, 
corrected for small sample sizes) between models. Including 
zoo ID as a random effect reduced model fit for all models 
tested (data not shown), so it is not included in any models 
herein. Because our sample size is small for conducting these 
types of analyses, which can result in high P values and wide 
confidence intervals despite large effect sizes, and given that 

statistical significance does not equate to clinical importance,94 
we describe factors as significant at P ⩽ .05 but nonsignificant 
factors are still considered and we discuss the effect sizes of 
each variable using odds ratios (ORs). We also analyzed mor-
tality risk using Cox proportional hazards models, for which 
we observed similar results (data not shown). R (v3.5.0)95 was 
used for all quantitative analyses and GLMs were analyzed 
using the “lme4” package.96

Results
Sample characteristics

More than half of the gorillas in this sample were diagnosed 
with at least 1 chronic condition (58.3%, n = 35) and 32.8% 
have died since sample collection (n = 20). Cardiac disease was 
the most prevalent chronic condition, affecting almost half of 
the sample (45%, n = 27). Other diagnosed conditions included 
arthritis (18.0%, n = 11), hypothyroidism (4.9%, n = 3), obesity 
(4.9%, n = 3), and cancer (3.3%, n = 2). Among males, the major-
ity had at least 1 chronic condition (75.9%, n = 22), more than 
two-thirds had cardiac disease (69.0%, n = 20), and 31% were 
deceased (n = 9). Females were less likely to have chronic condi-
tions (41.9%, n = 13) and cardiac disease (22.6%, n = 7), and 
35.5% were deceased (n = 11). Means, SDs, and ranges for each 
ALI, as well as associations of allostatic load with age and sex, 
are presented in Table 2.

Associations with cholesterol and triglycerides

Cholesterol and triglycerides ranged from 3.20 to 12.61 mmol/L 
(mean = 6.26, SD = 1.70) and 0.48 to 11.50 mmol/L (mean =  
1.58, SD = 1.52), respectively. Consistent with our previous 
research, significant associations between allostatic load and 
cholesterol were not observed for any model (PS1 ALQ: 
P = .724, R2 = 0.003; PS2 ALQ: P = .306, R2 = 0.024; PS1 ALM: 
P = .691, R2 = 0.004; PS2 ALM: P = .093, R2 = 0.063). However, 
PS2 ALM had P ⩽ .10, indicating a possible relationship 
between higher allostatic load and lower cholesterol. Also 
consistent with our prior research, higher allostatic load was 
significantly associated with higher levels of circulating triglyc-
erides for all models (PS1 ALQ: P = .005, R2 = 0.228; PS2 
ALQ: P = .004, R2 = 0.240; PS1 ALM: P = .020, R2 = 0.163; PS2 
ALM: P = .008, R2 = 0.204).

All-cause morbidity

Gorillas with at least 1 chronic condition had significantly 
higher allostatic load than healthier conspecifics for PS1 ALQ 
and PS2 ALM (Figure 1). Similarly, when it was the only pre-
dictor in the models, higher allostatic load had or trended 
toward a significant association with higher odds of all-cause 
morbidity for PS1 ALQ and PS2 ALM ALIs (Table 3), pre-
dicting 34% and 38% higher odds of developing a chronic con-
dition, respectively. However, the baseline model with age and 
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sex only had the lowest AICc value and allostatic load was not 
a significant predictor in the full models (Table 3). Older goril-
las had significantly higher odds of all-cause morbidity across 
all models, with a 5-year increase in age associated with 75% 
greater likelihood of disease according to the baseline model. 
Also according to the baseline model, males were more than 
9× more likely than females to develop at least 1 chronic con-
dition, although this estimate had wide confidence intervals.

Cardiac disease

Allostatic load was not significantly higher in gorillas with car-
diac disease for any ALI tested (Figure 2), nor was it signifi-
cantly associated with odds of developing cardiac disease when 
it was the only variable included in the models (Table 4). As 
with all-cause morbidity, the baseline model with age and sex 
had the lowest AICc and allostatic load was not a significant 

predictor in any full models (Table 4). By itself and in the full 
models, allostatic load was associated with increased likelihood 
of cardiac disease for PS1 ALQ and PS2 ALM. However, 
higher allostatic load was associated with reduced odds of 
developing cardiac disease in PS2 ALQ and PS1 ALM. 
According to the baseline model, each 5-year increase in age 
was associated with 25% higher odds of cardiac disease and 
males were 10× more likely than females to develop this con-
dition, but again this estimate had wide confidence intervals.

Mortality

Allostatic load was significantly higher in deceased gorillas com-
pared with those still living at time of submission (Figure 3). 
Allostatic load was a consistently strong predictor of mortality 
across all 4 ALIs. When it was the only predictor in each models, 
allostatic load was a significant predictor, with a 1-unit increase 

Table 2. Means, SDs, and ranges for each allostatic load index tested in western lowland gorillas (n = 60), as well as associations of allostatic load 
with age (linear regression) and sex (t test).

ALI MEAN SD RANGE AGE SEx

P R2 t df P

PS1 ALq 2.43 1.81 0-7 .008 0.116 −0.650 58 .519

PS2 ALq 3.05 1.71 1-7 .008 0.115 −0.067 58 .947

PS1 ALM 2.38 1.56 0-6 .001 0.182 −0.347 58 .730

PS2 ALM 2.48 1.82 0-7 .002 0.151 −0.426 58 .672

Abbreviations: ALI, allostatic load index; ALM, multimethod approach, allostatic load estimated using primarily 1-tailed quartiles but also some 2-tailed split quartiles (top 
and bottom 12.5%), depending on the biomarker (eg, cortisol); ALq, allostatic load estimated using traditional 1-tailed quartiles for each biomarker; PS1, pooled sample 
1, allostatic load estimated at each zoo independently prior to pooling the sample; PS2, pooled sample 2, allostatic load estimated after pooling biomarkers from all 
locations.
Reference group for t tests: males.

Figure 1. Differences between allostatic load based on the presence or absence of chronic conditions in zoo-housed western lowland gorillas (n = 60) for 

PS1 ALq (t test, t = −1.900, df = 58, P = .062), PS2 ALq (t test, t = −0.801, df = 58, P = .427), PS1 ALM (t test, t = −1.105, df = 58, P = .274), and PS2 ALM (t test, 

t = −2.085, df = 58, P = .041). ALI indicates allostatic load index; ALM, multimethod approach, allostatic load estimated using primarily 1-tailed quartiles but 

also some 2-tailed split quartiles (top and bottom 12.5%), depending on the biomarker (eg, cortisol); ALq, allostatic load estimated using traditional 

1-tailed quartiles for each biomarker; PS1, pooled sample 1, allostatic load estimated at each zoo independently prior to pooling the sample; PS2, pooled 

sample 2, allostatic load estimated after pooling biomarkers from all locations.
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in allostatic load predicting a 23% to 67% increase in odds of 
mortality (Table 5). Unlike all-cause morbidity and cardiac dis-
ease, the best fit models for mortality contained allostatic load 
alongside age, with these models having lower AICc values than 
the baseline model. Allostatic load trended toward being a sig-
nificant factor in the full models for PS1 ALQ and PS1 ALM 
ALIs. A 1-unit increase in allostatic load predicted 23% to 45% 
higher odds of mortality across the best fit models (Table 5). Age 

was positively associated with mortality as well, with a 25% to 
30% increased likelihood of death every 5 years.

Discussion
Allostatic load was consistently higher in gorillas with at least 
1 chronic condition, although these differences were not statis-
tically significant, but there was little to no difference in allo-
static load between those affected and unaffected by cardiac 

Table 3. Risk of all-cause morbidity in western lowland gorillas (n = 60) was analyzed using binomial generalized linear models (GLMs) with logit 
links for a baseline model with age and sex only, a model with each allostatic load index only, and a full model with allostatic load and significant 
variables from the baseline model.

ALI ALLOSTATIC LOAD AGE SEx AICC

P OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI

Baseline .0004 1.15 1.08-1.26 .002 9.75 2.48-48.95 58.1

PS1 ALq .067 1.34 0.99-1.87 82.1

 .270 1.26 0.85-2.00 .0008 1.15 1.07-1.26 .002 11.16 2.72-60.27 59.1

PS2 ALq .420 1.14 0.84-1.58 85.1

 .712 0.92 0.60-1.41 .0003 1.16 1.08-1.27 .002 9.73 2.47-48.83 60.2

PS1 ALM .272 1.22 0.87-1.76 84.4

 .778 0.93 0.58-1.52 .0004 1.16 1.08-1.27 .002 9.65 2.45-48.54 60.3

PS2 ALM .047 1.38 1.02-1.92 81.4

 .285 1.25 0.84-1.95 .0009 1.15 1.07-1.26 .002 10.88 2.67-58.07 59.2

Abbreviations: AICc, Akaike’s information criterion, adjusted for small sample size; ALI, allostatic load index; ALM, multimethod approach, allostatic load estimated using 
primarily 1-tailed quartiles but also some 2-tailed split quartiles (top and bottom 12.5%), depending on the biomarker (eg, cortisol); ALq, allostatic load estimated using 
traditional 1-tailed quartiles for each biomarker; CI, confidence intervals; OR, odds ratio; PS1, pooled sample 1, allostatic load estimated at each zoo independently prior 
to pooling the sample; PS2, pooled sample 2, allostatic load estimated after pooling biomarkers from all locations.
Reference groups: all-cause morbidity, 1 = had chronic condition; sex, male. The best fit model, as determined by the lowest AICc value, is the baseline model and is in 
bold.

Figure 2. Differences between allostatic load based on the presence or absence of cardiac disease in zoo-housed western lowland gorillas (n = 60) for 

PS1 ALq (t test, t = −1.196, df = 58, P = .237), PS2 ALq (t test, t = 0.505, df = 58, P = .616), PS1 ALM (t test, t = 0.058, df = 58, P = .954), or PS2 ALM (t test, 

t = −0.704, df = 58, P = .485). ALI indicates allostatic load index; ALM, multimethod approach, allostatic load estimated using primarily 1-tailed quartiles but 

also some 2-tailed split quartiles (top and bottom 12.5%), depending on the biomarker (eg, cortisol); ALq, allostatic load estimated using traditional 

1-tailed quartiles for each biomarker; PS1, pooled sample 1, allostatic load estimated at each zoo independently prior to pooling the sample; PS2, pooled 

sample 2, allostatic load estimated after pooling biomarkers from all locations.
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disease. When only allostatic load was included as a predictor, 
it had or neared a significant association with increased risk of 
all-cause morbidity in PS1 ALQ and PS2 ALM ALIs, pre-
dicting 34% to 38% higher odds of disease. Allostatic load was 
not a significant predictor in any models for cardiac disease. 
For both all-cause morbidity and cardiac disease, the model 
with the lowest AICc value contained only age and sex. 
According to these baseline models, each 5-year increase in age 

predicts 75% and 25% higher odds of all-cause morbidity and 
cardiac disease, respectively. In addition, these baseline models 
indicate males are 9× more likely to have a chronic condition 
and 10× more likely to have cardiac disease than females. In 
contrast to disease, allostatic load was a strong predictor of 
mortality. Best fit models for mortality contained allostatic 
load and age, with P ⩽ .10 for allostatic load for both PS1 
ALIs. With age included, a 1-unit increase in allostatic load 

Table 4. Risk of cardiac disease in western lowland gorillas (n = 60) was analyzed using binomial generalized linear models (GLMs) with logit links 
for a baseline model with age and sex only, a model with each allostatic load index only, and a full model with allostatic load and significant variables 
from the baseline model.

ALI ALLOSTATIC LOAD AGE SEx AICC

P OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI

Baseline .052 1.05 1.00-1.11 .0004 10.25 3.06-41.98 71.3

PS1 ALq .234 1.19 0.90-1.61 85.3

 .246 1.24 0.87-1.81 .119 1.04 0.99-1.10 .0004 11.57 3.32-51.33 72.2

PS2 ALq .609 0.92 0.68-1.25 86.6

 .215 0.78 0.52-1.14 .026 1.06 1.01-1.13 .0004 10.94 3.20-46.07 72.0

PS1 ALM .953 0.99 0.71-1.38 86.8

 .455 0.85 0.55-1.29 .037 1.06 1.01-1.12 .0004 10.31 3.07-42.36 73.0

PS2 ALM .478 1.11 0.84-1.48 86.3

 .733 1.06 0.75-1.52 .083 1.05 1.00-1.11 .0004 10.40 3.09-43.11 73.5

Abbreviations: AICc, Akaike’s information criterion, adjusted for small sample size; ALI, allostatic load index; ALM, multimethod approach, allostatic load estimated using 
primarily 1-tailed quartiles but also some 2-tailed split quartiles (top and bottom 12.5%), depending on the biomarker (eg, cortisol); ALq, allostatic load estimated using 
traditional 1-tailed quartiles for each biomarker; CI, confidence intervals; OR, odds ratio; PS1, pooled sample 1, allostatic load estimated at each zoo independently prior 
to pooling the sample; PS2, pooled sample 2, allostatic load estimated after pooling biomarkers from all locations.
Reference groups: cardiac disease, 1 = had condition; sex, male. The best fit model, as determined by the lowest AICc score, is the baseline model and is in bold.

Figure 3. Differences in allostatic load living and dead zoo-housed western lowland gorillas (n = 60) for PS1 ALq (t test, t = −2.592, df = 58, P = .012), PS2 

ALq (t test, t = −2.505, df = 58, P = .015), PS1 ALM (t test, t = −2.843, df = 58, P = .006), and PS2 ALM (t test, t = −2.231, df = 58, P = .030). ALI indicates 

allostatic load index; ALM, multimethod approach, allostatic load estimated using primarily 1-tailed quartiles but also some 2-tailed split quartiles (top and 

bottom 12.5%), depending on the biomarker (eg, cortisol); ALq, allostatic load estimated using traditional 1-tailed quartiles for each biomarker; PS1, 

pooled sample 1, allostatic load estimated at each zoo independently prior to pooling the sample; PS2, pooled sample 2, allostatic load estimated after 

pooling biomarkers from all locations.
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was associated with 23% to 45% higher odds of mortality. Each 
5-year increase in age predicted 30% to 35% greater likelihood 
of mortality.

Although the effect of allostatic load on all-cause morbidity 
in gorillas is weaker when age and sex are included, results from 
PS1 ALQ and PS2 ALM models are consistent with research 
in humans, which has established allostatic load as a predictor 
of morbidity across multiple populations.20-33 The strong effect 
of allostatic load on mortality in gorillas also is consistent with 
human research demonstrating higher allostatic load is associ-
ated with increased mortality risk.20,34-45 However, allostatic 
load does not predict cardiac disease in gorillas despite doing so 
in humans.20-26 This is consistent with our previous research 
indicating an inverse association between allostatic load and 
odds of developing cardiac disease,65 although the reason for 
this unexpected relationship is unclear. Also consistent with 
research in humans, older age predicts increases in both disease 
and mortality. Sex was an important predictor of all-cause 
morbidity and cardiac disease, with males being more likely to 
develop chronic conditions, but not mortality. In humans, men 
usually have shorter lifespans but suffer fewer chronic condi-
tions than women.97-101 However, the increased odds of cardiac 
disease observed here is consistent with research indicating it is 
the cause of death for 70% of silverbacks aged 30 years or 
older,59,60,102,103 with males estimated as being 8× more likely 
to develop the condition than females.63

When compared with previous ALIs constructed for this 
sample,65 results for associations between allostatic load and 
all-cause morbidity suggest including cholesterol and triglycer-
ides in ALIs may improve disease predictions in zoo-housed 

gorillas. Although the contributions of age and sex remain rela-
tively constant between our previous ALIs and those presented 
here (eg, age OR = 1.14-1.16 for both), including cholesterol 
and triglycerides increased effect sizes observed for PS2 ALIs 
(without lipid markers: OR = 0.84-1.11; with lipid markers: 
OR = 0.92-1.38), although the original PS1 ALIs have higher 
ORs than those with lipids. However, AICc values were con-
sistently lower for all ALIs with lipids, indicating better good-
ness of fit compared with the ALIs without lipids. This suggests 
cholesterol and triglycerides may play an important role in 
chronic conditions other than cardiac disease. For example, 
total cholesterol may predict risk of rheumatoid arthritis in 
women.104 Although our sample size is too small to subdivide 
health concerns aside from cardiac disease, arthritis is the sec-
ond most common chronic condition in this sample.

Predictions of cardiac disease also may be improved by add-
ing total cholesterol and triglycerides to our original ALIs,65 
particularly for PS1 ALQ and PS2 ALM (without lipid 
markers: OR = 0.64-1.12; with lipid markers: OR = 1.06-1.24). 
In addition, as with all-cause morbidity, ALIs with lipids have 
lower AICc values than those without lipids for all models 
tested. As lipid markers are frequently included in human 
ALIs,17,19 these results are not unexpected, but their inclusion 
in human ALIs is mostly predicated on their importance as 
predictors of atherosclerosis and coronary artery disease 
(CAD), the primarily diagnosed type of cardiac disease in 
humans. Conversely, severe atherosclerosis is rare in gorillas 
and other great apes.57,59,60 More commonly, great apes deve-
lop fibrosing cardiomyopathy (FCM), wherein increases in  
connective tissue in the heart reduces contractility and 

Table 5. Risk of mortality in western lowland gorillas (n = 60) was analyzed using binomial generalized linear models (GLMs) with logit links for a 
baseline model with age and sex only, a model with each allostatic load index only, and a full model with allostatic load and significant variables from 
the baseline model.

ALI ALLOSTATIC LOAD AGE SEx AICC

P OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI

Baseline .007 1.07 1.02-1.12 .955 0.97 0.30-3.18 74.2

PS1 ALq .017 1.49 1.09-2.12 74.3

 .098 1.34 0.95-1.94 .030 1.06 1.01-1.11 71.4

PS2 ALq .021 1.48 1.08-2.12 74.8

 .112 1.34 0.94-1.94 .027 1.06 1.01-1.11 71.7

PS1 ALM .012 1.67 1.15-2.58 73.1

 .093 1.45 0.95-2.29 .049 1.05 1.00-1.11 71.3

PS2 ALM .035 1.41 1.04-1.98 75.8

 .242 1.23 0.87-1.77 .029 1.06 1.01-1.11 72.8

Abbreviations: AICc, Akaike’s information criterion, adjusted for small sample size; ALI, allostatic load index; ALM, multimethod approach, allostatic load estimated using 
primarily 1-tailed quartiles but also some 2-tailed split quartiles (top and bottom 12.5%), depending on the biomarker (eg, cortisol); ALq, allostatic load estimated using 
traditional 1-tailed quartiles for each biomarker; CI, confidence intervals; OR, odds ratio; PS1, pooled sample 1, allostatic load estimated at each zoo independently prior 
to pooling the sample; PS2, pooled sample 2, allostatic load estimated after pooling biomarkers from all locations.
Reference groups: all-cause mortality, 1 = deceased; sex, male. Models with better goodness of fit than the baseline model, as determined by the lower AICc values, are 
in bold.
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conductivity.59,60,63,64 Although data on lipid markers are 
few,55,56,105-108 especially in relation to health outcomes, lipid 
markers by themselves do not appear to be strong predictors of 
cardiac disease (Edes et  al, submitted), which may partially 
explain why adding cholesterol and triglycerides to ALIs for 
gorillas improved predictions of all-cause morbidity more than 
cardiac disease specifically. Interestingly, lower total cholesterol, 
as opposed to higher, was recently observed to be significantly 
correlated with indicators of left ventricular hypertrophy 
(LVH) in male gorillas,109 a common symptom of FCM. This 
is consistent with the nearly significant inverse association 
observed between allostatic load in the PS2 ALM and total 
cholesterol, and supports our use of a 2-tailed quartile for total 
cholesterol even though results were similar when a 1-tailed 
quartile was used for comparison with most of the studies in 
humans (see Supplemental Material).

As we observed previously,65 allostatic load was a stronger 
predictor of mortality than disease. Mortality was similarly 
predicted by ALIs which included cholesterol and triglycerides 
as it was compared with ALIs without lipids,65 as evidenced by 
similar effect sizes for allostatic load (without lipid markers: 
OR = 1.17-1.71; with lipid markers: OR = 1.23-1.67). However, 
as observed for the 2 previous health outcomes, all ALIs with 
lipids have lower AICc values than ALIs without lipids. 
Although statistical significance is not equivalent to clinical 
importance, this conclusion is further supported by P ⩽ .10 for 
allostatic load in the full PS1 models with lipids despite small 
sample size. ALIs were designed to be preclinical predictors of 
poor health outcomes.20 Studying health and determining the 
timing of disease onset is complicated for many animals, as 
hiding sick behavior is often adaptive and individuals may not 
show symptoms until conditions are dire.110 Given the diffi-
culty of diagnosing health conditions in captive wildlife, our 
sample of deceased gorillas likely includes both those with 
diagnosed conditions and those without. As such, the increased 
sensitivity of ALIs for predicting higher odds of mortality may 
be partially due to the inclusion of gorillas who had not been 
diagnosed with chronic conditions despite being affected.

Based on the mixed patterns observed for both all-cause 
morbidity and cardiac disease, we recommend testing both 
pooling strategies for combining individuals from multiple 
institutions when using allostatic load as a predictor of disease. 
There also were inconsistent results between indices estimated 
using only 1-tailed quartiles and those that had a 2-tailed split 
quartile for cortisol and total cholesterol. We suggest testing 
both 1-tailed and 2-tailed quartiles to see which works best for 
the biomarker in question. Such minor variations in method-
ologies may be useful for refining ALIs for certain health out-
comes without changing their underlying composition.

One limitation of this research is the lack of biomarkers 
that have been explicitly linked to cardiac disease in gorillas, 
such as blood pressure,59,64,107,111 brain natriuretic peptide 
(BNP),59,64,112 and leptin and adiposity;109 including some or 
all of these biomarkers may be key to developing an ALI that 

strongly predicts risk for and potentially monitors progression 
of cardiac disease in great apes. The timing of sample collec-
tion presents another limitation. Samples from some individ-
uals were collected when they were at younger ages and prior 
to any disease onset, whereas others had already developed 
chronic conditions. Larger sample sizes may permit control-
ling for this in the future, but as previously discussed, timing 
disease onset is difficult in captive wildlife. However, as great 
apes are routinely monitored for signs of cardiac disease, 
assessing timing of onset may be more feasible for this par-
ticular health outcome. Given the strong association between 
social status and health and longevity in humans and nonhu-
man primates,113-120 including rank as a mediator in the future 
may improve these analyses, although dominance hierarchies 
among female gorillas are not strong and can shift regu-
larly.121-124 Unfortunately, as many of these data are historical, 
it is often not possible to know social rank at the time of sam-
ple collection because these types of social data are not rou-
tinely recorded in zoo records. Measuring changes in allostatic 
load over time also may be beneficial. Longitudinal studies are 
infrequent even in human research, but studies have shown 
increased mortality risk in association with both greater 
changes in allostatic load over time37 and higher allostatic load 
at baseline.45 Finally, although binomial GLMs are frequently 
used to assess odds of disease and mortality, we have a smaller 
sample size than is recommended for performing these types 
of analyses, although it is still possible to obtain large esti-
mated effects despite higher P values and wider confidence 
intervals than may be observed with larger samples.

Conclusions
Measures of allostatic load predict mortality risk and, to a lesser 
extent, odds of developing chronic conditions, but currently do 
not predict cardiac disease in gorillas. Including total cholesterol 
and triglycerides in ALIs improves predictions of all-cause 
morbidity, cardiac disease, and mortality in zoo-housed western 
lowland gorillas, as evidenced by larger effect sizes for some 
ALIs and better goodness of fit for all models. We recommend 
testing different strategies for pooling data from multiple insti-
tutions and whether 1-tailed or 2-tailed split quartiles are more 
appropriate for the various biomarkers selected for inclusion. 
The ALI discussed herein is not intended to serve as the defini-
tive model for western lowland gorillas, especially as we have 
estimated allostatic load using only a fraction of potential bio-
markers and there may be better methods for determining 
which ones to include. We continue to encourage others to do 
as much biomarker exploration and discovery as possible and to 
test different methods when studying allostatic load in animals. 
Such efforts are key to advancing ALIs as powerful tools for 
predicting disease and mortality across taxa.
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